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New Headway
The first four levels of a new video series to accompany the
New Headway.
New Headway 4e Intermediate Student Book Pack
ComponentOUP OxfordNew Headway: Beginner Student's
Book
A new edition with a modified syllabus and extensive new
material.
New Headway Advanced is suitable for CEFR C1.New
Headway is the world's most trusted adult English course.
The series' proven methodology, strong grammar focus and
integrated skills work give you lessons that really work in
class and offers full support at all levels.The Advanced
Student's Book provides a perfectly-balanced syllabus with
extensive resources at all levels for students and teachers.In
depth treatment of grammarIntegrated skills throughoutFull
support in print, on disc and onlineiTutor is a digital
companion to the Student's Book for students to revise,
review and improve their English:Interactive reading, listening
and writing practice with instant feedbackGrammar Tutor with
audio explanations up to Intermediate levelLanguage
Development at Upper-Intermediate and Advanced covering
grammar, vocabulary and spoken EnglishPrintable wordlist
with audio for each unitVideo material with interactive
exercisesOxford Online Skills Program offers students
targeted and motivating practice to improve reading, writing,
listening and speaking. It provides support and development
of all four language skills, providing effective practice framed
within common and accessible themes and topics, mapped to
the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages.
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus
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Real-world speaking skills - Everyday English, Spoken
English, Music of English Digital resources for interactive
whiteboards - New Headway iTools Full teacher support resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and
online

A new edition with a revised syllabus and completely
new material.
Two DVDs with over 6 hours of video from Beginner
to Intermediate level, to support the relevant levels of
Headway Fourth edition Student's Books
Photocopiable worksheets with activities to prepare
students for and help them exploit the video
Extensive teacher's notes with answer keys These
videos are also available separately on the iTools
disc for teachers and on the iTutor disc for students
The video scripts are available in customisable Word
format on the Headway Teacher's site
A solid foundation that builds students' language and
confidence. A totally new edition of the world's most
trusted English course. Tried and tested all over the
world, Headway is the course that teachers and
learners rely on. Headway works in the classroom :
A reliable, integrated syllabus ; A steady, systematic
approach ; Careful recycling of key grammar and
vocabulary. Headwayteaches real language in real
contexts ; Current topics, real people, and real
places ; Grammar and vocabulary in context at every
opportunity ; Everyday language in everyday
situations. Headway offers full support : Resources
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for students on the brand new Headway iTutor, in
the Workbook with Workbook audio CD, and on the
Student's Website at (oup.com/elt/headway);
Resources for teachers on the brand new Headway
iTools, in the Teacher's Book with Teacher's
Resource Disc, and on the Teacher's Website at
(oup.com/elt/teacher/headway).
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectlybalanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and
full support at all six levels.Headway's trusted
methodology combines solid grammar and practice,
vocabulary development, and integrated skills with
communicative role-plays and
personalization.Authentic material from a variety of
sources enables students to see new language in
context, and a range of comprehension tasks,
language and vocabulary exercises, and extension
activities practise the four skills. "Everyday English"
and "Spoken grammar" sections practise real-world
speakingskills, and a writing section for each unit at
the back of the book provides models for students to
analyse and imitate.Workbook audio available at a hr
ef="https://elt.oup.com/student/headway/?cc=gbands
elLanguage=en"www.oup.com/elt/headway/a.
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectlybalanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and
full support at all six levels.With its proven
methodology, Headway is the course you can
always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear
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vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work give
you lessons that really work in class.Constant
updates mean the material is always current, and
with a huge range of components available including new digital resources for interactive
whiteboards - you've always got support where you
need it.Headway Fourth Edition Video (BeginnerIntermediate) is now available in a DVD pack with
photocopiable worksheets.
Notes with hints, suggestions, and 'possible problems' feature
Photocopiable activities for every unit Teacher's Resource
Disc - communicative activities, tests, grammar reference,
word lists, tapescripts and audio
Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus with clear grammar focus
Grammar, vocabulary, skills work, and Everyday English in
every unit 14 units (6 or 8 pages long) Reference material tapescripts, grammar, word lists, pairwork, irregular verbs,
and phonetic symbols
Aimed at absolute beginners, this title provides a measured,
step-by-step approach that aims to build both skills and
confidence. It contains a mix of language work and many
practice material that helps learners to consolidate their
knowledge of key points before proceeding further. The
vocabulary syllabus focuses on high-frequency survival
terms.
New Headway iTools makes it easy to use interactive
whiteboards and digital technology with Headway. Everything
about these resources is user-friendly and supportive - and
here's why.First, you don't need any special equipment.Just
use what you already have in the school - an interactive
whiteboard, a computer, a data projector, an ebeam. New
Headway iTools works on all of these, and it doesn't matter
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which brand ofwhiteboard you have. Second, you get a fullcolour Teacher's Guide in the pack. This shows you when
and how to use the activities in the lesson, and
includeswhiteboard tips so you're never without support. The
Guide also appears on the disc, for easy access during the
lesson.New Headway iTools saves you time, too.How? Preselection ... the activities on the disc are pre-selected from the
Student's Book. This means you don't need to go through the
book deciding which activities are most suitable for the
interactive whiteboard - they've already been researched and
chosen for that veryreason. Just go ahead and use them in
class, with confidence.
Integrated-skills syllabus and a clear grammar focus
Everyday English in every unit Music of English feature - for
stress and intonation Spoken English - for informal phrases in
speech 12 units Tapescripts, grammar reference, extra
material, and phonetic symbols
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced
syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all
six levels.Headway's trusted methodology combines solid
grammar and practice, vocabulary development, and
integrated skills with communicative role-plays and
personalization.Authentic material from a variety of sources
enables students to see new language in context, and a
range of comprehension tasks, language and vocabulary
exercises, and extension activities practise the four skills.
"Everyday English" and "Spoken grammar" sections practise
real-world speakingskills, and a writing section for each unit at
the back of the book provides models for students to analyse
and imitate.
The first ever 4th edition from the world's most trusted course
- New Headway Upper-Intermediate, completely rewritten and
packed with new material.
This product combines the New Headway Upper-Intermediate
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Student's Book, iTutor resources, and an Online Practice
Pack to equip students for learning.
A completely new Pre-Intermediate level of the world's most
trusted English course, with brand new digital resources
bringing you a completely up-to-date blended Headway
course.
The first ever 4th edition from the world's most trusted course
- New Headway Elementary, completely rewritten and packed
with new material.

Headway is for students who want to use English
accurately and fluently, and to communicate with
ease in both social and everyday situatiuons. This
latest addition to the Headway family offers the
beginner and false beginner all the best features of
the Headway package plus the newer features of
`Everyday English' sections, an integrated
vocabulary syllabus, and revision and self-access
sections after every four units.
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectlybalanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and
full support at all six levels.With its proven
methodology, Headway is the course you can
always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear
vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work give
you lessons that really work in class.Constant
updates mean the material is always current, and
with a huge range of components available including new digital resources for interactive
whiteboards - you've always got support where you
need it.
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The Elementary edition brought right up-to-date, with
new topics and new features. The Workbook,
Teacher's Book, Teacher's Resource Book, Audio
CD, and CD-ROM have all been revised.
Clear focus on grammar, all-new presentations
Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus with 100% new
texts and listenings Real-world speaking skills Everyday English, Spoken English, Music of English
Digital resources for interactive whiteboards - New
Headway iTools Full teacher support - resources,
photocopiables, tests and more - in print and online
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